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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
Outgoing President’s Report
Parvaneh Pourshariati
ASPS President (2012-2014)

!
!
Dear friends and colleagues
!

Greetings! I appreciate your patience in receiving
my Outgoing President’s Report and for bearing
with me while I moved institutions and took care
of responsibilities that come in the wake of such a
move!

!

Before I commence my report, I would like to take
this opportunity and thank each and every one of
you for the tremendous support that you’ve
extended to me and the ASPS, during the past
years. It has been an honor and a rewarding
learning experience, to lead the Association! As I
finish my term as the President of the Association,
I am proud of all that we have achieved together,
and humbled by the incredible support that we
have received from you, our membership, through
the past years. Indicative of this support has been
the near 300% increase in your numbers as members of
ASPS, through the period 2012-2014, and the
systematic and growing support that we have
received from our members in Iran and the
Persianate regions, Armenia, the Balkans, Georgia,
Pakistan, and Tajikistan and now, most
significantly, India and Turkey. So, thank you all!

!

Thanks to your support, ASPS now leads the field
in offering a new paradigm and space for studying
the complicated cultural heritage of Persianate
societies, in an interdisciplinary fashion, as a world
cultural heritage. With your help, we have built a
solid Association in our field! And on behalf of
the ASPS Board of Directors, I thank you, most
sincerely, for all of your support! I would like to
start my report by enumerating some of the more
salient accomplishments of the last three years.

!

MEMBERSHIP
Through the period 2012-1014, and thanks to your
incredible support, our membership has tripled! We
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have also recruited 11 new Life Members through
2012-2014, making the total number of our Life
Members 13 to date.

!

Thanks to the efforts of Pooriya Alimoradi, we
have now implemented an online membership
form for paying dues (as well as giving donations),
replacing the cumbersome method of snail-mail
and checks. Instead of the old excel sheets, we
have now an automated database which maintains
all membership records and keeps track of
membership dues.
We’ve also established a
separate PayPal payment system that is now
connected to our online membership records. At
our Board Meeting at MESA, it was decided that,
as our membership rates do not even cover the
cost of the production of the Journal (please see
below), our Membership Fees need to be raised,
effective January 1st, 2015, as follows:

!

Regular: 80/150/200
Students and Persianate: 40/75/100
Institutional: 200/375/550

!

We shall be soon launching an Institutional Drive
for which we will be soliciting and counting on the
help of each one of you directly!

!

ASPS BALKAN OFFICE

!

With the aid of our colleague, Snjezana Buzov, in
2013, we opened our Balkan Office in Sarajevo.
Under the able leadership of Ahmed Zildžić, and
as a result of the connections that we established
in Sarajevo while organizing our 2013 Conference,
we now have a valuable ASPS office in the
Persianate regions of the Balkans.

!
!

ASPS/MANUU COLLABORATION

In collaboration with the H. K. Sherwani Center
for Deccan Studies at the Maulana Azad National
Urdu University (MANUU), and with the generous
s u p p o r t o f V i c e C h a n c e l l o r, P r o f e s s o r
Mohammad Miyan and Professor Salma
Farooqui, the Director of the H. K. Sherwani
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Center, we formally established in 2013 a Travel cum
Research Grant: the ASPS/MANUU Visiting Scholar
Fellowship. I am delighted to report that with the
selection of Professor Karen Ruffle (University of
Toronto) as the Inaugural ASPS/MANUU Visiting
Scholar (for more information on this, see below),
the joint ASPS/MANUU collaboration is off to an
excellent start!

!
!

ASPS WEBSITE

With the aid of a web-designer team (led by
Mohammad Dolatiani) in Iran, we launched our
new website in 2012. The, normally costly, creation
of a professional website, which has given the
Association a new public face, was done for us
gratis. The time-consuming, and equally costly,
task of maintaining, and systematically improving
our online infrastructure and website, has likewise
been skillfully and generously undertaken for us by
our “webmaster” Pooriya Alimoradi, on a
voluntary basis. Through this new website,
members can easily access pages about past
conferences, the Newsletters, the JPS, the Officers,
not to mention membership and membership
renewal pages, etc. Since 2012, we have also
established an ongoing collaboration with Mr. Ali
Dehbashi, the editor of the illustrious Journal of
Bukhara, published in Tehran. The Dehbashi Page,
updated regularly by material sent by Mr.
Dehbashi, is also accessible through our website.

!

PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY

!

Besides the website which has been highly effective
in creating a professional public face for the
Association, early on in 2012 we created a
brochure, the first of its kind, for ASPS. Pooriya
and I have also expended a great deal of effort in
creating a second pamphlet (yet to be printed),
which provides a kār-nāmak, so to speak, of six
double-sided pages, of the activities and history of
ASPS since its inception in 1996, including a brief
synopsis of each conference since Dushanbe in
2002. Presently, the ASPS page has 1,411 followers
or “Likes” in Facebook parlance! We also
generated a List-serve which is currently reaching
793 subscribers, members and non-members alike.

!
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As I write to you my final report, however, I would
like to also share with you a number of lessons
learned as I had the privilege of leading the ASPS.
To begin with: there is yet a tremendous
opportunity for further growth! And this simply
cannot transpire without your continued presence
and support!

!

But for an Association to grow -- the work of
actually creating a collective, formal, organizational
forum, an Association, for the promotion and
exchange of scholarship, in other words -- depends
on individual colleagues and institutions who
voluntarily give of their time and resources in
order to ensure its continued growth.

!

So on behalf of the membership of the ASPS, I
would like to extend my sincere gratitude to the
following colleagues and institutions for their
tremendous efforts in ensuring the Association’s
growth during the past few years. As you will see -and indicative of the kind of resources that must
come together for an Association to grow -- the list
is long!

!

First and foremost these include the past and
present ASPS Board of Directors, Regional
Directors, Councils and formal and informal
Officers and colleagues involved in our Regional
Branches (of Tajikistan, Iran, Armenia, Georgia,
the Balkans, and now India and Turkey) in the
Persianate world: Pooriya Alimoradi, Said Amir
Arjomand, Victoria Arakelova, Garnik Asatrian,
Sussan Babaie, Kathryn Babayan, Snjezana
Buzov, Houchang Chehabi, Ghazzal Dabiri,
Elton Daniel, Stephen Dale, Lola
Dodkhudoeva, Salma Farooqui, Sa ghi
Gazerani, Jo-Ann Gross, Mamadsho Ilolov,
Kourosh Kamali-Sarvestani, Ranin Kazemi,
Paul Losensky, Umed Mamadsherzodshoev,
Rudi Matthee, Vice Chancellor Professor
Mohammad Miyan, Jawid Mojaddedi, George
Sanikidze, Sunil Sharma, Ishtiyaq Ahmad Zilli,
and Ahmed Zildžić, along with Ali Amini, Askar
Bahrami, Ali Dehbashi, Mohamad Dolatiani,
Munir Drki ć , Arzetta Losensky, Amina
Rizvanbegovi ć -Dzuvi ć , Ali M. Tarafdari,
Abdul-Thaha, and Behija Zlatar.
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I should also like to thank colleagues whom we
shall consider as part of the extended members of
the Board of Directors family, namely all those
who so graciously and kindly lent their stature in
the field to the support of ASPS and agreed to run
as candidates for the Board of Directors of the
Association: Thank you Olga Davidson, Mana
Kia, Vesta Sarkhosh Curtis, Salma Farooqui,
Larry Potter, Nazanin Shahrokhi, Sunil
Sharma, Brian Spooner, and Mohamad
Tavakoli! And welcome to the extended family of
the ASPS Board of Directors!

!

A thousandfold thanks to our very own Artistic
Program Director, Ariana Barkeshli, who lent her
artistic virtuosity and support to the Sarajevo
Program, and helped make it a memorable
conference for all who attended it, and to Sepehr
Mikaelian, Shapour Pourshariati, and Golfam
Ghafourifar, our Artistic Team for Sarajevo, all of
whom donated their expertise and art to the
Association gratis and memorialized Sarajevo
through film and photography. My personal
gratitude also goes to Amir Mosaddegh
Katouzian, Producer/Editor/Journalist at Radio
Farda, for his kind and excellent coverage of the
Sarajevo Conference.

!

Without the efforts of each and everyone of these
colleagues and friends, above, beyond or through
what they consider to be, the call of duty, none of
the achievements that I have enumerated above
would have been possible. On behalf of the
membership of ASPS, therefore, I extend our
gratitude to all of these colleagues most sincerely,
and gratefully!

!

Along with all of the above, our Vice President,
Jo-Ann Gross has been a constant source of
support for me, and a dedicated Founding Officer
of the Association. Without Pooriya Alimoradi,
and his unwavering dedication, not a single one of
the organizational transformations that I have
enumerated above would have been feasible.
Ghazzal Dabiri has systematically borne with me
in order to achieve some semblance of timely
delivery, in her professional and excellent
production of the Newsletter that you have been
regularly receiving. Finally to Mohamad Doliatini
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and his team, we are all indebted for the superb
website that they have created for us, gratis!

!

This then is the first lesson learned through the
past few years: a successful and growing non-profit
association such as ASPS depends, first and
foremost, on collegial efforts that are expended
voluntarily into sustaining it and systematically
promoting its growth! This leads me to the second
lesson learned in the course of the past few years
of my service to the profession and the field:
Namely that, even running an association that
depends, substantially and substantively, on the
voluntary efforts of colleagues invested in its
growth, needs financial support and backing! For, in
the case of ASPS, even with the recent nominal
increase in the membership fees (please see above),
the income barely covers the cost of the
production of the excellent Journal of the
Association, JPS, published and sent to the
membership twice annually. This income is also far
from sufficient for maintaining a minimum
infrastructure, let alone the infrastructure of a
growing association such as ASPS, and likewise
insufficient for ensuring a healthy financial growth
for the Association, whereby the potential revenues
from the income can be reinvested in its growth.
The Association’s task of organizing what has
become memorable Biennial Conventions in
Persianate regions—conferences that in the
number of participants are steadily growing (about
220 for example, for Sarajevo)—,is certainly
dependent on external funding!
The above being the case, I personally owe a debt
of gratitude to the following institutions and
colleagues who generously lent their financial
support to the growth of Association in recent
years On behalf of the ASPS Membership and the
Board of Directors of the Association, therefore, I
wish to acknowledge the generous financial
support of the following sister associations,
funding agencies, and colleagues. The Soudavar
Memorial Foundation, and its Board of
Directors and, most especially, Fatema Soudavar
Farmanfarmaian, have been an unwavering
source of generous support, not only for the
Journal of Persianate Studies, but for the memorable
Sarajevo Conference 2013; the American

	


Institute of Iranian Studies (AIIrS) and its
Board of Directors, and most especially the Past
and current Presidents of the Institute, and its
Executive Secretary, Franklin Lewis, Beatrice
Manz, and Erica Ehrenberg respectively, have
truly been an invaluable source of support for the
Sarajevo Conference in their sponsorship of
colleagues and students from Iran as well as
American graduate students, all of whom had such
a palpable presence in ASPS/Sarajevo 2013; the
Iran Heritage Foundation, its past and Present
Chief Executive Officers and Board of Trustees
and most especially Vahid Alaghband have been
likewise most generous in their sponsorship of the
past two conferences of the Association: ASPS/
Hyderabad (2012) and ASPS Sarajevo (2013); the
Armenian Studies Program at the University of
Michigan/Ann Arbor, and the Director of the
Program, Kathryn Babayan; Mr. Mehrdad
Nadooshan and Ms. Nilou Safavieh; the British
Institute of Persian Studies, and its Past and
current Presidents and Governing Councils,
especially Lloyd Ridgeon and Ali Ansari; the
International Society for Iranian Studies and its
Board of Directors and most especially Mehrzad
Boroujerdi, Rivanne Sandler, Mohamad
Tavakoli and Touraj Atabaki; the Foundation
for Iranian Studies and its Board of Trustees, and
Iran Nameh, especially Mahnaz Afkhami and
Mohamad Tavakoli; Daryoush Borbor; Gus
K h a m n e i p u r ; R a c h e l M i l s t e i n ; Ja w i d
Mojaddedi; Negin Nabavi; and my former
department, Department of Near Eastern
Studies, and Kevin van Bladel, have all been a
much-needed source of support for the
Association.

!

So, thank you friends and colleagues! ASPS’s
success during recent years simply would not have
been possible without your generous philanthropy!
I have been actively involved in ASPS since 2007
when I joined its Board of Directors. By extension,
I have been also intimately involved in the planning
of the last three ASPS conferences: Lahore 2009,
Hyderabad 2012, and Sarajevo 2013 (almost
immediately after Hyderabad in order to be back
on schedule).

!
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The bulk of my efforts through this period have
been consumed by the affairs of the Association
and service to the profession and to the field.

!

While I fully aim to remain actively involved in the
Association in the future, I hope you agree that it is
high time for me to return to my scholarship and
my many outstanding projects.

!

As I respectfully submit to you my Outgoing
President’s Report, I thank each and every one of
you, most sincerely, for the trust that you’ve put in
me, the tremendous support that you have given
me, and the honor that you’ve bestowed upon me!
It has been an amazing, exhausting, yet extremely
rewarding, ride!

!

Your generous financial and collegial support has
been the most essential element in the exciting growth
of the Association and its palpable presence in the
field. As I join our current President, Said Amir
Arjomand, in my capacity as the Past-President of
the ASPS, I sincerely hope that you will continue
your investment in your Association, and join us in
celebrating the 20th anniversary of the ASPS,
which, appropriately, falls during the Presidency of
its Founder, in 2016.

!
Thank you friends and colleagues!
!
!
Respectfully submitted,
!
Parvaneh Pourshariati
Past-President
The Association for the Study of
Persianate Societies

!
!
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ASPS PRESIDENT

!

Saïd Amir Ar jomand (PhD,
Chicago, 1980) is Distinguished
Service Professor of Sociology and
Executive Co-Director of the Stony
Brook Institute for Global Studies,
the founder and past-president of
ASPS, and Editor of the Journal of
Persianate Studies. He has held visiting appointments
at St. Anthony’s College, Oxford, the Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton, University of
California, Berkeley, the Swedish Collegium for
Advanced Study, Uppsala, University of Freiburg,
the University of Chicago and Princeton
University. His latest books include After Khomeini.
Iran under his successors (2009), The Rule of Law, Islam
and Constitutional Politics in Egypt and Iran (edited
with Nathan Brown, 2013) and Social Theory and
Regional Studies in the Global Age (edited, 2014).

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

NEW BOARD MEMBERS

!

Kathr yn Babayan is
Associate Professor of Iranian
History and Culture at the
Department of Near Eastern
Studies and the Department
of History, University of
Michigan. She specializes in the cultural and social
histories of early modern Iran. She is the author of
Mystics, Monarchs and Messiahs: Cultural Landscapes of
Early Modern Iran (2003); co-author of Slaves of the
Shah: New Elites of Safavi Iran, with Sussan Babaie,
Ina Baghdiantz-McCabe, and Massumeh Farhad
(2004). Most recently, together with her colleague
Afsaneh Najmabadi, they have co-edited a volume
entitled Islamicate Sexualities Studies: Translations
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Across Temporal Geographies of Desire, (2008). She is
currently working on a monograph that explores
cultures of literacy in early modern Isfahan.

!

Kathryn Babayan is currently the Director of the
Armenian Studies Program at the University of
Michigan. She serves on the Board of ARISC
(American Research Institute of the South
Caucasus); Trustee to the Board of the American
Institute of Iranian Studies; Member of the Board of
the Women’s History Collective (Tehran, Iran). For the
past seven years she has served as a member of the
editorial collective of Gender & History, an
international journal published by Blackwell and
dedicated to research and writing on the history of
femininity and masculinity and of gender relations.
She has received a variety of fellowships and has
taught as a visiting professor at the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes en Science Sociales (Paris, France),
Harvard University (Cambridge, MA), and Fudan
University (Shanghai, China) as part of a University
of Michigan initiative to develop a program in
Gender History.

!

!

Houchang-Esfandiar Chehabi
is a professor of international
relations and history at Boston
University. After receiving his
PhD in political science at Yale in
1986, he taught at Harvard
1986-94. He has held visiting
appointments of various sorts at the University of
Oxford, UCLA, the University of St. Andrews, the
University of Cambridge, the Harvard Divinity
School, the Universidad Argentina de la Empresa,
and the Institut für Iranistik of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences, and was president of the
International Society for Iranian Studies
2010-1012. He is the author, co-author, editor, or
co-editor of eleven books, and has published over
fifty articles. His main research interest is the
cultural history of Iran and its neighbors.

!

!
!
!

	


VISITING
! ASPS/MANUU
! SCHOLAR FELLOW
!

Karen Ruffle specializes in
Indo-Persian Shi‘ism. Her
research and teaching interests
focus on devotional texts, ritual
practice, and Shi‘i material
practices in South Asia. She has
conducted field research in India,
Pakistan, Iran, and Syria. Ruffle obtained her BA in
Religion from Middlebury College and her MA and
PhD in Religious Studies with a specialization in
Islamic studies from the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill. Her first book, Gender,
Sainthood, and Everyday Practice in South Asian Shi‘ism,
was published by the University of North Carolina
Press in 2011. Recent publications focus on
Fatimah al-Zahra’s exceptional embodiment in Shi‘i
hagiographical narratives; devotional literature and
ritual practices in South Asia that centre on
Fatimah; and Urdu didactic hagiographical
narratives focusing on the special father-daughter
relationship between the Prophet Muhammad and
Fatimah. Ruffle’s most current publications focus
on issues of Shi‘i material practices and the ritual
performance of self-flagellation (matam). She is
currently working on Shi‘ism: The Body in Deccani
Shiʿi Material Religion and Ritual Practice.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!

NEWS FROM THE
JOURNAL EDITOR

!
!
!

JOURNAL OF PERSIANATE STUDIES

!
!
!
!

Volume No. 2014
CONTENTS:

Ali Anooshahr, On the Imperial Discourse of the
Delhi Sultanate and early Mughal India

!
!

Guest Editor
Ranin Kazemi

!
!

Symposium on Popular Resistance in the
Persianate World: Subalterns, Outlaws, and
Radicals in the Long Nineteenth Century

!
!

Ranin Kazemi, Popular Resistance in the
Persianate World: Subalterns, Outlaws, and
Radicals in the Long Nineteenth Century

!
!

Waleed Ziad, Mufti ‘Iw ā z and the 1816
“Disturbances at Bareilli”: Inter-Communal Moral
Economy and Religious Authority in Rohilkhand

!
!

Fulya Ozkan, Gravediggers of the Modern State:
Highway Robbers on the Trabzon-Bayezid Road,
1850s-1910s

!
!

Ranin Kazemi, The Tobacco Protest in
Nineteenth-Century Iran: The View from a
Provincial Town
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! NEWS FROM THE OFFICES
!
!
I
!
NDIA

!
!

MAULANA AZAD NATIONAL URDU
UNIVERSITY
Release of A Lexicon of Deccani Terms

The H.K.Sherwani Centre for
Deccan Studies, keeping up with its
commitment to research and
empiricism in academics has
published its second research work
titled A Lexicon of Deccani Terms, in
which an attempt has been made to
give an alphabetical listing of terms that have been
used in Deccan’s domain of knowledge with their
meanings.

!

The book was released by Janab Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi, Hon’ble Minister of State for Minority
Affairs, Govt. of India in the presence of Prof.
Ved Prakash, Chairman, University Grants
Commission and
Prof. Mohammad
M i y a n , H o n’ b l e
Vice Chancellor and
other distinguished
guests.

!

Every language has a vocabulary of many
thousands of words, though not all are in active
use, and some are known only to relatively few
speakers. It is here that it becomes imperative for a
researcher/reader to have available at hand a
dictionary or lexicon or encyclopaedia that
generally lists words and in one way or another
states their meanings. The correct usage of words
becomes extremely important in a text to convey
the idea that is being propagated. There are many
words that have evolved over time and have come
to acquire individual meaning in a sentence as
lexical items. There are also words that have been
used exclusively in the regional context. A Lexicon
of Deccani Terms has listed thousands of words and
terms in various languages associated with the
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Deccan that have been used in the region over
time. The terms that have been included in the
book are from the languages of Urdu, English,
Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Prakrit (terms related to
the Satavahanas, later rulers and Kakatiyas),
Sanskrit, Telugu, Tamil (terms related to the
Vijayanagar period), Kannada and Marathi. This
research work is an ardent effort at making a
comprehensive yet simple glossary that enables
comprehension of lexical units comprising both
words and set phrases and idioms peculiar to the
region. Although the compilation covers many
national and regional languages used in the Deccan
during the preceding centuries, for the sake of
convenience a monolingual arrangement has been
maintained of several judicial, fiscal, political,
administrative, economic, social and cultural terms
that occur in official and non-official documents
relating to the region. The lexicon has been
compiled with a particular set of users in mind
who would be interested in understanding words,
lexical units, frequently encountered concepts,
idioms or metaphors used in the cultural context
of the Deccan.

!
!

!

International Scholar Joins the Centre

!

The H.K. Sherwani Centre
for Deccan Studies entered
into an international
collaboration with the
Association for the Study of
Persianate Societies (ASPS)
for a Travel cum Research
Grant ASPS/MANUU
VISITING SCHOLAR
FELLOWSHIP in 2013. Dr. Karen Ruffle,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Religious Studies,
University of Toronto, Canada was selected as the
inaugural research scholar for the fellowship for
2014-15. She will be attached to the Centre for a
period of six months and will be working on the
project proposal Somatic Shiism: The Body in Deccani
Shii Material and Ritual Practice.

!

!!
!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AWARDS

Said Arjomand, Each year, State University of
New York celebrates the publication of the Journal
of Persianate Studies at its annual Authors, Artists
and Editors Recognition Reception. This year, the
JPS Editor was honored on that occasion on April
22.

!

Rudi Matthee, The Monetary History of Iran, From
the Safavids to the Qajars (London: I. B. Tauris, 2013)
(With Willem Floor and Patrick Clawson) was
awarded the 2014 Houshang Pourshariati Book
Prize in Iranian Studies.

!

Jawid Mojaddedi has been awarded a 2014-15
literature translation fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts, for his ongoing
translation of Rumi’s Masnavi

!

!
!
!

http://cas.uchicago.edu/workshops/mehat/
conference

!
!

Boris Kochnev Memorial Seminar on Middle
Eastern and Central Asian Numismatics

!

On Saturday, March 14, 2015, the Middle Eastern
and Central Asian Program at Hofstra University
will hold the Seventh Seminar on Middle Eastern
and Central Asian Numismatics in Memoriam
Boris Kochnev (1940-2002).
If you are interested in presenting a paper, please
send us the title of your talk by February 1. We are
planning to form the program by February 10, or
as soon as possible. By March 1 we expect brief
abstracts of papers for pre-publication. The
geography of presentations can range from the the
Mediterranean Sea to the deserts of Xinjiang, while
the time frame is limited to pre-modern times.
Each talk will be allocated 25 minutes + 5 minutes
for questions. For more information contact:
aleksandr.naymark@hofstra.edu.

!
!

CALL FOR PAPERS/PROPOSALS
The 30th Annual Middle East History and
Theory Conference will take place at the
University of Chicago on Friday and Saturday, May
1–2, 2015. We are pleased to invite students and
faculty to submit papers for the conference.

!

As always, we welcome a broad range of
submissions from across the disciplines, including
(but not limited to) anthropology, art history,
cinema and media studies, economics, history,
literature, philosophy, politics, religion, sociology…
or any other topic concerning the Middle East
from the advent of Islam to the present day.

!

Those wishing to participate should send a 250word abstract to the conference organizers at
MEHATConference@gmail.com by Friday,
February 20, 2015. We will accept both individual
papers and prearranged themed panels; the latter
format is especially encouraged.

HTTP://WWW.PERSIANATESOCIETIES.ORG

!

Call for Proposals: Princeton Center for Iran
and Persian Gulf Studies Baskerville
Translation Fund

A call for proposals for our newest initiative at
Princeton's Iran Center: The Howard Baskerville
Translation Fund.
The Baskerville fund supports translations of
original texts of significant academic and scholarly
value in any foreign language into Persian and
published in the Iranian market to support Iran’s
academic and professional community. Of
particular interest are texts that can be utilized in
post-graduate academic settings. This includes the
fields of history, politics, economics, law, sociology,
anthropology, literature, art, and cultural studies.
Details in Persian are here:
http://www.princeton.edu/iran/projects/
Baskerville-Fund_Proposal-Solicitation_Per.pdf
Details in English are here:
http://www.princeton.edu/iran/projects/
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The fund will provide a stipend for translators
based in Iran as well as cover the international
copyright and licensing fees for original publishers
and authors.

Please circulate this call to any individuals who may
be interested in applying.

Current President: Dr. Farzaneh Goshtasb
(Institute for Humanities and Cultural Studies)
Board of Governors:
1) Dr. Katayoun Mazdapour (Ex. Professor
of Institute for Humanities and Cultural
Studies)
2) Dr. Farzaneh Goshtasb
3) Dr. Esfandiar Ekhtiyari (Yazd University)
4) Dr. Mehrbod Khanizadeh (SOAS)

“Judaeans in the Persian Empire” will hold its
first sessions at the EABS conference in Cordoba,
Spain, 12-15 July 2015. For the first session we are
looking for Iranists and other ANE scholars to
address the issue of “Focus on Dating:
Establishing firm chronological touchstones for
historiography and literary texts.”

Scholars and Members:
1) Dr. Katayoun Mazdapour
2) Dr. Farzaneh Goshtasb
3) Dr. Abdolmajid Arfaei (Academy of Arts)
4) Dr. Ali Shahidi (Tehran University)
5) Dr. Saba Latifpour (Academy of Arts)
6) Dr. K atayoun Namiranian (Shiraz
University)
7) Mehrdad Ghadrdan
8) Milad Jahangirfar

!
Proposals are due on April 21, 2015.
!
!
___________________________
!
!

!

The call and more information can be found on
http://www.eabs.net/site/judaeans-in-the-persianempire/.

!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!
!

!

Yādegār-e Bāstān seeks help and assistance of
researchers from all over the world and welcomes
new ideas for further researches and cooperation.
HTTP://WWW.PERSIANATESOCIETIES.ORG

UP-COMING CONFERENCES

!

NOTIFICATIONS

The Yādegār-e Bāstān Research Center was
founded in 2013 under the Ministry of Science,
Research and Technology of Iran. The center is
active mainly in the field ancient languages and
cultures of Iran.
Some of the works and projects accomplished by
Yādegār-e Bāstān or in progress under its
supervision are:
1) A Bibliography of Zoroastrian History and
Culture
2) An Atlas of Zoroastrian Dialects of Yazd
3) Pahlavi-e Asan (A manual of Pahlavi)
4) Collecting and Publishing Manuscripts of
Iranian Avesta
5) Archiving the Oral Tradition and Lore of
Zoroastrians of Iran

Website: www.yadegarebastan.com
Phone: (+98) 21 6673 1820
Email: yadegarebastan@hotmail.com

!
!

Unsettling Colonial Modernity: Islamicate
Contexts in Focus
University of Alberta
April 24-25, 2015

Keynote speakers: Dr. Sherene Razack*, Dr. Parin
Dossa*
http://ucmconf.com/

!
!
!
!

Literature and History in Pre-Colonial
Persianate India

A public day-long symposium at St Antony's
College, Oxford University on May 15, 2015 will
present historical research that engages with pre colonial literary cultures in South Asia and address
method. How should we write intellectual history,
particularly intellectual history of the non-West,

	


using literary texts and sources whose main
purpose was to aid in the creation of literature? In
particular, we wish to consider the relationship of
the cosmopolitan Persian literary tradition with
ve r n a c u l a r l i t e r a r y c u l t u r e s, r e t h i n k i n g
anachronistic interpretations that the cosmopolitan
is ‘artificial’ and ‘anti-national’ as opposed to
vernacular traditions, which are supposedly natural
and connected with the emergent nation. As much
as possible, we want to recover contemporary
categories that bear on these questions. The
program will conclude with a roundtable
discussion.
Contact the organizer, Dr Arthur Dudney, at
ar thur.dudney@orinst.ox.ac.uk for more
information. Some bursaries will be available to
support student travel.

!
___________________________
!
!

The Question of Alevi Cemevi in Turkey:

Development of a Worship Place between
Struggle for Recognition and Pain of
Transformation
The meeting will take place in April 2014 in
Ankara and is supported by TEPAV (Economic
Policy Research Foundation of Turkey).
As it is well known, the core of “Alevi problem”
centres around the question of the official
recognition of Alevi identity with its social,
cultural, and particularly religious dimensions. By
the 1990s, when we saw the culmination of so
called “Alevi Revival”, cemevi substituted Alevi
associations and endowments as the carrier and
conspicuous symbol of Alevi identity in urban
milieu. Likewise, the issue of cemevi became the
vector of the whole Alevi question. The solid
demand of Alevi community from the government
is to provide an official recognition and legal status
to cemevi as “place of worship.” However, the
governments fail to meet this demand for various
reasons. Despite its centrality in the whole Alevi
question, the cemevi still remains mostly unknown
to scholars and the public.

!

HTTP://WWW.PERSIANATESOCIETIES.ORG
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UPCOMING SEMINAR

!

Permutations of Desire in Medieval and Early
Modern Persian Literature
The American Comparative Literature
Association’s 2015 Annual Meeting will take
place at the Sheraton Seattle in

!
Seattle, Washington, March 26-29, 2015.
!

Organizer: Matthew Miller, Washington University
in Saint Louis
Co-Organizer: Fatemeh Keshavarz, Co-Organizer
Institution: University of Maryland
Desire—from its mundane forms to its sublime
varieties—has played a central role in Persian
literature from its inception to the modern period.
It drives the plots of romantic epics, animates the
imagery of amatory lyrics (ghazal) and the introits
(nasib) of panegyrics, and is undoubtedly one of
the most important theoretical topics for both
Islamic mystics (sufis) and legal scholars alike. This
seminar will seek to bring together a range of
scholars from the different time periods of the
Persian literary tradition to analyze the wide variety
of ways in which desire has been represented,
imagined, and discursively constructed in Persian
literature. Seminar participants will be strongly
encouraged to address the implications that these
“permutations of desire” have for larger theoretical
debates on gender, sexuality, “modernity,”
mysticism, intertextuality, etc., or bring their papers
into conversation with other bodies of scholarship
on patronage relationships, genre theory, or other
relevant political, theological, or legal issues. Papers
that critically assess the application of EuroAmerican theory to premodern and modern
Persian literature are also welcomed. This seminar
will be open to scholars of all time periods of
Persian literature with the hope that chronological
diversity will produce some (preliminary) insights
on the genealogies of different forms of desire in
the Persian literary tradition.
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PAST CONFERENCES
Daryoosh Akbarzadeh:

!
!
!

!
!

The International Conference on Cultural
Relations between Iran

!

India, Hellenic world and China in Antiquity (7-9
Jan. 2015) took place in New Delhi and an
International Society on Iran, India, Hellenic world
and China in Antiquity (IIHC) will open soon. The
society will start its activities very soon (official
registration in India's court, publish an E-Journal,
conferences).

!
!

The Idea of Iran: post-Mongol Polities and the
Reinvention of Iranian Identities

!
!

Detail from a panel on the south western side of
the entrance portal to the sanctuary of Bayazid

!

Bastani at Bistan, AD 1313/AH 713
Date: 22 November 2014
Venue: Brunei Gallery

!

Series: The Idea of Iran Annual Symposium
The Mongol invasions of the first half of the
thirteenth century set in motion profound
transformations in the historical trajectory of
Islamic West Asia. With Hülegü’s conquest of
Baghdad in 1258 - and the disintegration of the
Abbasid caliphal hegemony - successor polities,
chief among them the Ilkhanate in Greater Iran,
Iraq and the Caucasus sponsored the reinstatement
of Iranian cultural identities across the region. The
Persian language, already dominant in literary
spheres, gained unprecedented currency also for
administrative, historical and scientific writing.
Jame’ al-tavarikh, in Arabic and Persian, was
composed by the great vizier Rashid al-Din of
Hamadan to situate the Mongol ruling elite within
a universal, Eurasian history pivoting on its
Persianate homeland and reaching into Biblical,
Quranic, Iranian, Chinese and Mongolian
imaginaries of shared pasts. Buildings, including
HTTP://WWW.PERSIANATESOCIETIES.ORG

the urban developments in Tabriz and Soltaniyyeh,
and manuscripts, especially of the Shahnameh,
were produced for princely patrons with
aspirations to don the Iranian crown of kingship.
This symposium explores the cultural complexities
of reinventing the idea of Iran, focusing on aspects
of cultural longevity and fluid transformations in
light of the new post-Mongol pan-Asian
configurations.
Convened by Sussan Babaie, The Courtauld
Institute of Art, University of London and Sarah
Stewart, SOAS, University of London.
The Centre for Iranian Studies, SOAS and The
Courtauld Institute of Art remain deeply grateful
to the Soudavar Memorial Foundation for their
continued support for this series.

!

Speakers:
• Marco Brambilla, Architect and Architectural
Historian
• Olga Davidson, ILEX Foundation
• Tofigh Heidarzadeh, University of California,
Riverside
• Stefan Kamola, Princeton University
• George Lane, SOAS
• Tomoko Masuya, The University of Tokyo
• Charles Melville, University of Cambridge

!

http://www.soas.ac.uk/lmei-cis/events/idea-ofiran/22nov2014-the-idea-of-iran-post-mongolpolities-and-the-reinvention-of-iranianidentities.html

!
!
_____________________________
!

Mansura Haidar organized the following three
International Seminars

!

1. “Indo-Mongol Colloquium--Some unexplored
Areas of Research” 2012

!

2. “Nizami Gunjavi---A celestial Communique”
2012

!

3. “Shilpa and the Cultural Resurgence from the
Sassanids to Seljukids” 2014

!
!
!
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ند« در%%ردم%%فت خ%%ر و ه%%فت وزی%%ش »ه%%مای%%زارش ه%%گ
ژنو

!

ک""نفران""س م""طال""عۀ تطبیقی ـ ت""اریخی ک""تاب س""ندب""ادن""ام""ه ی""ا
 م""طال""عه:ه""فت وزی""ر ب""ا ع""نوان »ه""فت وزی""ر و ه""فت خ""ردم""ند
«تطبیقی ـ ت " ""اریخی ک " ""تاب س " ""ندب " ""ادن " ""ام " ""ه ی " ""ا ه " ""فت وزی " ""ر
 م ""حور ای ""ن. در س ""وئ ""یس ب ""رگ ""زار ش ""د۱۳۹۳  آب ""ان۱۵-۱۷
ک ""نفران ""س ب ""حث و ب ""ررسی تطبیقی روای" "ته ""ا و ن ""سخهه ""ای
 و،م""ختلف ک""تاب س""ندب""ادن""ام""ه ب""ه زب""انه""ای ش""رقی و غ""ربی
گ " ""فتوگ " ""و درب " ""ارۀ وج " ""وه م " ""ختلف ای " ""ن م " ""نت در ح " ""وزهه " ""ای
 ادبی و زب""انش""ناسی ب""ود و س""خنران""ان ح""اض""ر در،ت""اریخی
 ه ""ر ک ""دام از زوای ""ای گ ""ون ""اگ ""ون ای ""ن ک ""تاب و ن ""سخهه ""ای،آن
 آن""چه در ادام""ه خ""واه""ید.م""تعدد آن را ن""قد و ب""ررسی ک""ردن""د
خ"وان"د گ"زارشی اس"ت از ای"ن ه"مای"ش س"ه روزه ب"ه ق"لم ج"ناب
 س""خنران ای""رانی ح""اض""ر در،داری%رف%مد ط%تر علی مح%دک
آن.
:گ" ""زارش ه" ""مای" ""ش س" ""ه روزه »ه" ""فت وزی" ""ر و ه" ""فت خ" ""ردم" ""ند
م " ""طال " ""عه تطبیقی ـ ت " ""اریخی ک " ""تاب س " ""ندب " ""ادن " ""ام " ""ه ی " ""ا ه " ""فت
۱۳۹۳  آبان۱۵-۱۷ ، دانشگاه ژنو، سوئیس،«وزیر

!
!

PUBLICATIONS

Arthur Dudney, Delhi: Pages from a Forgotten History,
a n account of a thousand years of Indo- Persian
literary culture for a general readership (Hay House
India, January 2015)

!
!
Mansura Haidar, The Silk Road, Aryan, 2014
!
!

Rudi Matthee, “The Ambiguities of Alcohol in
Iranian History: Between Excess and Abstention,”
in Bert G. Fragner, Ralph Kauz, Florian Schwarz,
eds., Wine Culture in Iran and Neighboring Countries
(Vienna: Austrian Academy of Sciences Press,
2013), 137-64

!
and
!

HTTP://WWW.PERSIANATESOCIETIES.ORG

“The Ottoman-Safavid War of 986-998/578-90:
Motives and Causes,” International Journal of Turkish
Studies 20:1-2 (2014): 1-20.

!
!

Gershon D. Lewental, “Saddam’s Qadisiyyah”:
Religion and history in the service of state ideology
in Baʿthi Iraq,’ Middle Eastern Studies 50.6
(November 2014), 891-910.

!
and
!

‘Qādesiya, Battle of ’. Encyclopædia Iranica. Edited by
Ehsan Yarshater. New York City: Columbia
University Center for Iranian Studies, 1996–present
(online). (June 2014)

!

A.A. Seyed-Gohrab, Soefisme: een levende traditie,
Amsterdam: Prometheus / Bert Bakker (2015)

!
and
!

Mirror of Dew: The Poetry of Ālam-Tāj Zhāle Qā’emMaqāmi, Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
ILEX Foundation Series (2014)

!
!

Jason Silverman, “Vetting the Priest in Zechariah
3: The Satan between Divine and Achaemenid
Administrations,” Journal of Hebrew Scriptures (Nov.,
2014 (http://www.jhsonline.org/Ar ticles/
article_200.pdf).

!
!
Denis Volkov
!
Book review essays:
!

http://src-h.slav.hokudai.ac.jp/publictn/
eurasia_border_review/ebr_v5n2/
EBR_v5n2_121.pdf

!

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/
10.1080/00210862.2014.949437#.VLqYFNKsUfU

!
Article:
!

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/
10.1080/00210862.2013.836330#.VLqXC9KsUfU

!
!

	


!
!
!
!
!
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IN MEMORIAM

The life and times of EzzatMalek
Soudavar
(1913-2014)

!
!

Ezzat-Malek Soudavar, born
in Mashhad in 1913, passed
away in Tehran on June 22,
2014. Her life story is
therefore interwoven with a
century of unprecedented
change. Her mastery of
Persian poetry, her proverbially elegant script, her
refined prose style and her keen eye for art were
perfected within the traditions of a family
dedicated to preserving Persian culture in all its
manifestations. Early exposure to English and
French at the first American school of Tehran
widened her cultural horizon, as did her marriage
of love to Samad Soudavar (Kashanski) who had
fled Ashkabad with his family in 1918 with only a
baggage of six languages before pursuing his
studies in Germany. They met when he was in
charge of the foreign exchange department of the
new Bank Melli under German direction. These
two kindred souls, with their never-ending quest
for knowledge, married in 1939, but their
happiness ended with Samad’s untimely death in
1954.

!

The devastating loss was compensated by EzzatMalek’s passion for Persian art which she collected
with a discerning eye that gained her the respect of
museums and experts around the world. Her
untiring efforts to preserve her father’s endowed
Museum and Library, of which she, as the eldest
of the five daughters of Haj Hosayn Aqa Malek,
was the appointed legal supervisor (‘nazer
estesvabi’) in accordance with the vaqfnama, were
in line with the high standards she set for herself
(and others). Her keenness to fully exercise her
inherited mission, frustrated at first, met its first
major challenge with the breakout of the Iran-Iraq
War. To remove her father’s collections from the
reach of Iraqi missiles, she obtained permission
from the Astan-e Qods, the beneficiary of the

HTTP://WWW.PERSIANATESOCIETIES.ORG

Malek Endowment, to transfer the precious
collection of rare manuscripts, artworks, coins and
stamps to the safety of Mashhad. She herself
supervised the packing and transport operations.
Meanwhile she pressed for the construction of a
new climate-controlled museum building on a plot
of land adjacent to the Foreign Ministry, which she
salvaged from a disputed confiscation dating back
to the 1930s. Through her efforts, the old house in
the bazaar, where her father’s collection had been
previously kept, was also registered as a cultural
heritage site. She has left a lasting legacy in her
name by enriching the museum complex with a
new wing to house the donations from her own
collection of Safavid to Qajar art. It was there that
she hosted the Friends of the Freer on their tour
of Iran under the guidance of the late scholar
Stuart Cary Welsh. Shortly before her hundredth
year her achievements were celebrated at a special
ceremony in the museum complex to which the
last decades of her life were devoted.

!

A memorial held on June 28, 2014, at the Malek
Museum and Library was attended by distinguished
personalities from the cultural sphere, including
the elusive poet and scholar Shafi’i Kadkani.
Among the speakers who paid homage to her
memory were well-known artist Aidin Aghdashloo,
the museum’s director, Seyyed Mojtaba Hosseini,
historian Abdollah Anvar, her daughter Fatema
and her grandson Salman Farmanfarmaian. Ezzat
Malek Soudavar is survived by three children,
Fa t e m a , H o s s e i n a l i a n d A b o l a l a , f o u r
grandchildren, three great-granchildren and her
youngest and only surviving sister, Rosi Malek.

!
shttp://www.malekmuseum.org/en/
!

	


Editorial Notes

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Please send your news and all items of professional
interest to Ghazzal Dabiri at
info@persianatesocieties.org.

!

The deadline for the the next Newsletter will be
April 1, 2015

!

If you have not yet renewed your membership,
please do so as soon as possible. Your continued
support is now made easier with online
membership renewal. Please visit: http://
w w w. p e r s i a n a t e s o c i e t i e s. o r g / i n d e x . p h p /
membership to access the online form and link to
PayPal (which accepts multiple currencies). The
ASPS online form should reflect the address where
you would like your issues of the JPS to be sent
and your preferred e-mail address for ASPS
communication; the PayPal site requires your
billing address. If you paid but have not received
vol. of Journal of Persianate Studies, please let us
know.

!
!
!

!
!
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